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ABSTRACT

Compliance Check System
Integrated System For Consulting of PEP, exPEP,
Watch Lists and Sanction Lists

The platform is subject to
TRASPARENT

The idea of this project arises from the need to verify,
according to the current AML FT regulations, the
presence of potential clients of the Institute, in the
lists of Politically Exposed Persons or in the
monitoring lists of INTERPOL and other international
police organisations.
The solution has been identified in the creation of a
platform, which gathers information from multiple
sources and makes it available to the various
portions of the software platform that require
verification and subsequent consultation of this
data.
The System provides searches, both on individual
lists and on all those which can be consulted, the
possibility of displaying any details accompanying
the information on the presence of the name entered
in the selected list (s).
The platform also ensures the possibility of creating
pdf files to be included in the user dossier, for any
offline consultations.
The System, after making the checks, based on name
and surname, historicizes the data, keeping in mind
not only the operator or the platform searching for it,
but also the date and time of the search.
All searches can be retrieved from an unique token
linked to each individual request.
An API system, developed according to the SOAP
protocols, and according to the Rest-JSON protocols,
allows the use of the Compliance Check System
platform not only by the own Em@ney plc systems,
but also by any other partner or customer who
wishes to use these services.
All data present in the Database inside the platform
are treated according to the strictest rules for the
storage and processing of personal data, with
encryption keys preventing their reading.
The structure is further protected by Firewall and
Anti DDOS systems.

Compliance Check System is an
integral part of Em@ney plc's AML
monitoring systems.

Compliance Check System

continuous updates.

Integrated System For Consulting of PEP, exPEP,
Watch Lists and Sanction Lists.

Thanks to the implementation of APIs, in SOAP and Rest-Json
technology, the internal applications of the Institute, integrate
the controls in a transparent manner to the operator, highlighting
any unfavourable results.

All the functions of the
platform are accessible
both via a Web interface
and through an API
(Application Programming
Interface).

USABLE
Just enter the first and last name to start a cross-search in several
monitoring systems.

Web Interface

Statistics System

API Interface

Reports System

Each search is coded with
a token for subsequent
consultations.

COMPLIANCE
The search is performed for PEP, ex-PEP, Watch lists and Sanction
lists, according to the AML procedures currently in force.

UPDATES
The databases referenced by the platform are constantly
updated.

CHECK

HISTORY

REFRESH

UPDATE

REPORT

The system
checks the
presence of the
name by
searching for it
in a series of
international
lists.

The platform
keeps track of
the researches,
of the operators,
internal or
external, that
access the data
and the
moment in
which it was
carried out.

The platform,
while maintaining the memory
of every search
carried out,
updates the
data for each
search over 30
days.

The databases
are constantly
updated,
ensuring the
validity of the
data over time.

The platform
allows the
creation of
reports in a PDF
file for the
creation of
dedicated user
files.

